Cut out 8 1 by 14 in (2.5 by 35.6 cm) strips of blue and pink paper. Set aside a few sheets of blue and pink construction paper, so you have 8 strips in total. These strips will serve as the "woven" portion of your basket.

**Easter Crafts for Kids | All Kids Network**

Our handprint Easter basket craft is a simple paper craft that turns out cute every time. This craft would make a wonderful gift to give to someone who is hard to buy for. It might even make a wonderful gift to give to a friend! This Easter basket craft would make a wonderful craft to do in a classroom setting or with a group of children.

**21 of Our Best Easter Basket Ideas | Martha Stewart**

This Easter basket, adorned with paper-punched butterflies taps into her creativity by curating gifts (think: coloring books, storybooks, scientific toys) that will appeal to a wide range of ages and interests. This Easter basket would make a wonderful gift to give to a friend or a relative who has their own little ones in tow.

**Last Minute Woven Paper Easter Basket - HGTV Handmade**

Need a last minute Easter craft? Learn how to create this woven paper Easter basket! Get more from Julia at: http://www.youtube.com/user/simpleDIYs Check out...